
 

Crew Phone 

 

Pre Flight Checklist 
Appropriate clothing 

Hat & sunscreen 
Logger & tracker 

Backup battery 
Trailer & keys 
Water & food 
Relief system 
Tie down kit 
Rain jacket 

Patience 
  

Verify that airspace is open to 6500 ft 
Turn on tracker and confirm it is 

working 

Transmit to “Matamata Traffic” on 122.25 
MHz with 3nm of airfield 

If tracker is not working, radio “Glider 
Base” on 133.55 MHz hourly 

Inform duty instructor of your intentions prior to launch 

Your flight is automatically scored by emailing your .igc trace to: 

 piako@soaringtasks.com 

A summary of completed tasks is immediately emailed back. 

The fastest flights are recorded on slips, magnetized to the task boards, and 
ordered from fastest to slowest - top to bottom. Adjust the slips to maintain this 
ranking as required. Complete a slip with this information: 

Pilot Name(s) A/C & Reg Date Handicapped Avg Speed 

For a new, faster flown task once the board is full, wipe the slowest slip clear 
to make it available. Complete it and place it back on the task board in order - 
fastest on the top.  

If the task fails the test by email, but is proven good on SeeYou, an OO can sign 
the slip with a validated time. Please share constructive feedback, or your 
experience with the platform through soaringtasks.com.   

To retrieve a file including turnpoints and tasks for the club’s Proving Ground, 
send an email to the address above with the word “task” anywhere in the 
subject. The club Proving Ground .cup file will be promptly delivered as an 
attachment to the requesting email address. 

s3.2.3 

 Riesterer Catlin 100 Valley 150 

Start NZMA Matamata AF WALT Walton WALT Walton 

TP WALT Walton TIRO Tirohia KERE Kerepehi 

TP MACE MataCemetery GORD Gordon GORD Gordon 

TP WADV Wardville HINU Hinuera PIAR Piarere 

Fin NZMA Matamata AF WALT Walton WALT Walton 

Nom. Dist 24.6 km 104.2 km 155.0 km 

The Rules 

TP Radius 0.5km 0.5 km 0.5 km 

Max Start 3000 ft 4000 ft 4000 ft 

Min Finish 2000 ft 1000 ft 1000 ft 

Direction Tasks can be flown clockwise, or counter clockwise 

Landout Checklist 

S - Size 

S - Shape 

S - Slope 

S - Surface 

S – Surroundings 

S - Stock 

S - Sun 


